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Unfreezing Social Navigation: Dynamical Systems based Compliance for
Contact Control in Robot Navigation

Diego Paez-Granados1†, Vaibhav Gupta 2, Aude Billard2

Abstract— Large efforts have focused on ensuring that the
controllers for mobile service robots follow proxemics and
other social rules to ensure both safe and socially acceptable
distance to pedestrians. Nonetheless, involuntary contact may
be unavoidable when the robot travels in crowded areas or
when encountering adversarial pedestrians. Freezing the robot
in response to contact might be detrimental to bystanders’
safety and prevents it from achieving its task. Unavoidable
contacts must hence be controlled to ensure the safe and smooth
travelling of robots in pedestrian alleys. We present a force-
limited and obstacle avoidance controller integrated into a
time-invariant dynamical system (DS) in a closed-loop force
controller that let the robot react instantaneously to contact or
to the sudden appearance of pedestrians. Mitigating the risk
of collision is done by modulating the velocity commands upon
detecting a contact and by absorbing part of the contact force
through active compliant control when the robot bumps inad-
vertently against a pedestrian. We evaluated our method with a
personal mobility robot -Qolo- showing contact mitigation with
passive and active compliance. We showed the robot able to
overcome an adversarial pedestrian within 9 N of the set limit
contact force for speeds under 1 m/s. Moreover, we evaluated
integrated obstacle avoidance proving the ability to advance
without incurring any other collision.

Index Terms— Mobile Service Robots, Human-Robot Inter-
action, Force control, Compliance and Impedance Control

I. INTRODUCTION

As a consequence of the widespread diffusion of mobile
robots in public environments, the chances that robots and
bystanders may collide will increase. Looking at the statistics
in the automotive sector, the number of crashes involving
pedestrians is a considerable portion of the total number
of accidents [1]. Real-life implementations of any obstacle
avoidance are limited by the reactivity of the robot i.e.
kinematic and dynamic constraints, actuation power, and
highly limited computational resources on mobile robots.
Robots cannot behave like pedestrians. Most of the service
robots are non-holonomic and cannot step on the side. They
are also less reactive and lacks the means to communicate
their intended move in easily interpretable ways, and are
rarely knowledgeable of proxemics and other social rules [2].
Nonetheless, the utility of mobile service robots is getting
traction and valuable services such as in-hospital assis-
tance, last-mile deliveries (Starship Inc. USA), autonomous
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Fig. 1. An adversarial pedestrian colliding with a service robot that senses
the collision and absorbs part it of through active compliance. The robot
finds a feasible path by sliding with a contact-aware surface towards the
opposite direction of detected pedestrians.

cleaning robots (Bluebotics, Switzerland) and autonomous
wheelchairs (Whill Inc. Japan) are becoming popular.

Similarly to what happened with industrial collaborative
robots [3], [4], chances are high that deployment will proceed
and that society will slowly accept and allow physical contact
between mobile robots and humans, especially in crowded
environments [5]. Hence, there is some urgency to develop
control approaches and design requirements to mitigate risks
and allow motion control in post-contact between a pedes-
trian and a service robot.

Most attention has been given to pre-collision planning [4],
[6] and human motion prediction [7], [8]. As far as physical
collisions between humans and robots are concerned, efforts
were solely directed at evaluating collisions with collabora-
tive robot arm manipulators [9], [3], [10]. These works were
instrumental and led to the ISO 15066:2016 [11] standard
that establishes values for pain thresholds for blunt impacts
with respect to force and pressure, after collisions with a
robotic arm for determining what should be its operational
velocity around humans. However, there is no equivalent
standard for collision with light-weight vehicles [12].

Mutual anticipation remains critical in ensuring that hu-
mans can navigate safely in crowded environments [13].
Nonetheless, pedestrians’ expectations of robots’ motion
capabilities may exceed robots’ actual motion constraints,
thereby increasing the risk of misinterpreted reciprocal avoid-
ance. Currently, the basic safety control system let the robot
freeze as soon as it perceives a contact [14], a reaction that
would most likely be unexpected by pedestrians and lead
to more dangerous collisions with pedestrians stumbling on
the robot. This may be particularly the case, considering that
collisions would occur within highly dynamic environments
such as malls, airports, hospitals, markets, or mix-traffic
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areas where pedestrians, mobility devices, and even vehicles
are frequent. Herewith, making a ”frozen” robot a danger
to itself and bystanders [15]. In this work, we investigate
a possible less dangerous and better accepted post-collision
reaction that avoids the ”freezing” robot problem.

We extend our dynamical systems (DS) based obstacle
avoidance controller [16], by augmenting it with a compliant
control mechanism, using a passive DS approached offered
in [17]. Assuming that we have real-time contact sensing
in closed-loop control, we enable impedance control for our
mobile robot through estimated contact forces over a known
hull, following our previous approach for explicit force
modulation for collaborative robot environments developed
in [18]. Unlike previous works on DS-based compliance,
in our formulation the obstacle’s exact shape and contact
location are unknown. Thus, we simplify the problem by
assuming a single contact point and use the only information
at our disposal, namely the hull shape of the robot, for
controlling the desired force during the interaction.

A similar principle for closed-loop force control with
6-axes Force/Torque was offered in [19] with a focus on
learning touch commands on a stiff hull. While the method in
[20] offered an impedance control response when guiding a
person’s motion while limiting the maximum guidance force.
Our control approach offers the reactivity of time-invariant
DS combined with contact estimations of impacts through
a compliant bumper, herewith ensuring impact absorption
through passive and active compliance for mitigating unex-
pected impacts with mobile robots.

We validate the method on the semi-autonomous standing
mobility vehicle Qolo [21], [22] shown in Fig. 1; a type
of powered wheelchair for standing mobility of lower-limb
impaired people, similar to powered scooters, hoverboards,
and unicycles, currently widespread. We tested the approach
to validate performance at mitigating contact forces by gen-
erating multiple collisions with a static obstacle varying the
speed at contact. We show that the robot could successfully
slide against the obstacle without exceeding the limit on
contact force. Although current implementation relies on the
assumption of single contact, this could be extended with
higher sensing resolution such as multi-contact sensing in
mobile manipulators through artificial skin [23], or through
other sensing methods [24]. The source code and simulations
with other robot types is available at: https://github.com/epfl-
lasa/sliding-ds-control [25].

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: We
present the method and controller in section II. We describe
the controller structure with high-level obstacle avoidance in
section III. We evaluate the method in section IV. Finally,
we discuss and conclude in section V.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this formulation for post-collision control, we assumed:
1) Knowledge of the expected contact surface, namely a

convex human body part.
2) A collision could occur unexpectedly, thus, distance to

the obstacle is unknown a priori.
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Fig. 2. Sliding DS formulation for limiting contact forces while moving
along an underlying desired motion. When the robot enters in contact with
the obstacle (light-grey zone) the desired motion is controlled by the reaction
force at the boundary guaranteeing a limited contact force Fn to the obstacle
and allowing a sliding motion ξd around it.

3) Expected contact occurs at a single location per sensing
surface.

4) The operational speed of the robot is slow enough to
be safe in the transient phase thus, controllable post-
collision.

In Fig. 2 we depicted a linear-DS with the robot repre-
sented as a holonomic point-mass (any point in this Cartesian
space) and the pedestrian in contact as a convex shape. There
are two zones of contact with the obstacle represented by:
first, a physically impenetrable obstacle (dark grey), and
second, a deformable region of the obstacle with a compliant
boundary (dotted line) which allows controlling for safe con-
tact force. Finally, we mark a sliding zone (lighter-grey) that
represents the volume occupied by the robot during contact
around the obstacle. The resulting behaviour of the system
is a force bounded sliding contact around the obstacle after
entering in contact with the compliant boundary, assuming
that there will be a state where the modulated DS will lead
away from the contact surface without colliding with other
obstacles.

Controller Formulation

In order to derive the motion controller, we modelled
the robot dynamics as: Mξ̈ + Cξ̇ = τc + τe, where
ξ̇ ∈ R2 represents the robot’s Cartesian velocity as a time
invariant position dependent dynamical system. M ∈ R2×2

corresponds to the virtual mass of the robot, C ∈ R2×2

accounts for centrifugal and Coriolis terms, τc represents the
control forces and τe any external disturbances to be rejected.
An impedance-DS is used to achieve a sliding motion for
overcoming the obstacle. We design a nominal trajectory
controlling for the robot’s speed and generated through a
function f(ξ) ∈ R2. We then control for the torques using a
damped tracking controller over f(ξ) ,

τc = λtf(ξ)−Dξ̇ (1)
where D ∈ R2×2 represents a negative defined damping
effect. f(ξ) is the dynamical system effectively controlling
the robot during contact, composed as: f(ξ) = fu(ξ)+fn(ξ),
where fu(ξ) represents the driving force generated by the
nominal DS input tangential to the collision surface which
can be transformed into the contact dynamics as:

fu(ξ) = t̂T
Mξ̇u
Ts

t̂ (2)
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where Ts accounts for a discretizing time constant. fn(ξ)
describes the force control function as:

fn(ξ) =
Fn + Fc

λt
n̂ (3)

where Fn was chosen a contact force limit bounded by safety
and acceptability, while Fc represents the measured contact
force. Yielding a controller of the form:

τc = λtfu(ξ̇) + (Fn + Fc)n̂−Dξ̇ (4)
The damping effect on the matrix D was controlled by

a normal and tangential parameters over the surface of the
obstacle, λn and λt, respectively.

D = Q

[
λt 0
0 λn

]
QT (5)

where Q =
[
t̂ n̂

]
was defined by the contact location

normal. The parameter λt allow to control the behaviour
around the surface, for instance by setting λt = 0 we
can provide an undamped free motion along the tangential
direction of the collision surface.

Finally, transformation to the velocity domain of the robot
was done by a first order Taylor expansion, thus the control
for a desired velocity ξ̇d can be written as,

ξ̇d+1 =
Ts

M

(
(Fn + Fc)n̂−Dξ̇d

)
+ t̂T ξ̇ut̂ (6)

Releasing contact:: Equation 6 allows the robot to slide
over the obstacle while limiting a constant contact force
(Fn), but it does not allow the robot to move away from the
obstacle. Thus, we defined an additional term in (6) (n̂T ξ̇un̂)
when the normal vector and underlying dynamical system
desired motion oppose each other. Herewith, enabling the
robot to move away from the obstacle if the DS indicates a
feasible free-motion space.

Then, the final controller is defined as:

ξ̇′d+1 =

{
ξ̇d+1 + n̂T ξ̇un̂ if

〈
n̂, ξ̇u

〉
< 0

ξ̇d+1 otherwise
(7)

Velocity magnitude: When required by the robot ap-
plication, the driving underlying DS magnitude could be
upper bounded by |ξ̇u| < |ξ̇max|, hereby, guaranteeing a
controllable speed allowed during contact interaction around
the obstacle.

Moving target: In case of a traceable moving obstacle
in contact, we can include such estimation of the obstacle’s
motion to the previous formulation by defining the robot’s
state relative to the obstacle’s pose (ξ = xr − xo). This
effectively makes the desired motion ξ̇d dependent on the
obstacle’s response. The DS, hence, speeds up or slows
down according to the obstacle’s speed while controlling
the desired contact force. Such behaviour requires explicit
velocity estimation of the obstacle in contact. This estimate
could be local, using, for instance, optical flow from a fish-
eye camera or laser-based tracker of objects in close vicinity.
While this requires the placement of more sensors, such
as sensors scanning space on the side of the robot, this
could enhance fluidity social navigation in interactions with
a crowd flow or other dynamic obstacles.
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Fig. 3. Sliding Dynamical System coupled with modulated obstacle
avoidance example of a pre-collision and post-collision response. Here,
multiple moving obstacles were modulated (red) in a linear-DS while a
moving adversarial obstacle (grey) collided with the robot, forcing a sliding
response while avoiding other obstacles.

Fig. 3 depicts a linear-DS towards an attractor (green
mark) modulated by the surrounding moving obstacles. An
example of a mobile robot navigation in 2D. The resulting
DS acts as the input to the proposed compliant modulation
when an ”adversarial” obstacle (invisible to the modulation)
gets in contact (sensed by penetration and simulated with a
constant mass-spring system), which triggers the compliant
controller and enables a sliding behaviour around it while
avoiding all other moving obstacles.

III. CONTROL ARCHITECTURE AND SLIDING SURFACE

We based the robot’s control architecture on a continuous
controller that handles three states of the mobile robot,
namely: obstacle avoidance, contact, and post-collision
control. Fig. 4 describes the general controller in three
stages. First a high-level closed-loop motion planner drives
the dynamics of the robot in its control space (ẋu). While we
used a modulated DS [16] for obstacle avoidance, any other
velocity-based planners could be used here, e.g, in the case
of velocity obstacles (VO) based obstacle avoidance through
the formulation in [26]. Second, control of compliance and
contact force through sliding method using a known sensing
surface over the robot’s hull with a limited contact force Fn.
Ensuring that the robot reacts to unexpected contacts and
advances with a sliding manoeuvre should the underlying ob-
stacle avoidance lead away from the contact surface without
colliding with other obstacles. Third, a low-level controller
that handles the execution in real-time closed-loop control.

A. Control Point over the Robot’s Surface

To execute the control in a mobile robot we need to include
a transformation between the robot’s control space and a
control point (c) around the bumper shape by using the
estimated collision location over the bumper surface at an
angle γ. Which was estimated as c = (o cos γ, o sin γ) from
the center of the bumper (see Fig. 5).

Thus, we control the effective velocity (ξ̇u) at the point of
collision perpendicular to the bumper surface by transform-
ing it to the control space of the robot.

© IEEE All rights reserved. IEEE-ICRA-2022, May.23-27. Philadelphia (PA), USA.
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The surface at the control point can be described using
the normal (n̂) and tangential (t̂) unit vectors,

n̂ = (cos γ, sin γ) (8)
t̂ = (− sin γ, cos γ) (9)

Then, we can define a Jacobian matrix (J) to transform
the motion at center of the robot x (in the case of Qolo,
a non-holonomic differential wheel system) to an effective
velocity (ξ̇u) at the control point on the surface in contact
(holonomic):

ξ̇u = Jẋu (10)

=

[
1 −o sin γ
0 o cos γ

] [
vu
ωu

]
With a known hull surface (see Fig. 5) described as,

O =

√
(o sin γ)

2
+ (l + o cos γ)

2 (11)

β = tan−1

(
o sin γ

l + o cos γ

)
(12)

With the system controlled in the velocity space of the robot
we map the DS through the following:

ξ̇u = vu cos γ + ωuO sin (γ − β) (13)
where, vu and ωu are the desired linear and angular

velocities defined by the high level planner resp.
Finally, we transform back to the robot’s control space

(ẋd = J−1ξ̇′d+1) through the inverse of the Jacobian.

B. Non-linear compliance compensation

The impact absorbing bumper (see Fig. 5) was designed as
a compliant surface light-weighted (900 g) in ABS material,
mounted on a 6 axis force/torque (FT) sensor (Botasys
Rokubi 2.0) at the centre of the semi-circular bumper. The
bumper was mounted through a padding material to the hard
surface of the robot frame with spring-loaded screws at each

side of the mount, thus, releasing part of the weight to the
main frame of the robot. Herewith, mitigating the impact
during the transient phase. Unlike the work in [19] where a
stiff hull was developed mounted on an FT sensor. However,
this brings a challenge in accurately estimating contacts on
the surface of the hull, which we have tackled by learning
the non-linearity of the passive-compliance through data of
known impact forces.

To remove the effects of the non-rigidity of the bumper
(see Fig. 5), a prediction model was developed through 2
methods, first with a support vector regression (SVR), and
secondly with a recurrent neural network (RNN), where we
chose the second in implementation.

We trained the models with a known force applied to the
bumper at various locations through an second FT sensor
impacting the bumper surface. Then, the effective force and
moment at the onboard FT sensor were estimated assuming a
rigid model of the bumper. The non-linear model was trained
over the measured FT values from the onboard sensor to find
Fx, Fy , and Mz . We use three independent models to get
corrections over Fx, Fy and Mz .

Assumptions: First, other components of the forces (Mx,
My and Fz) are significantly smaller thus can be neglected.
Second, the model removes all non-rigidity effects from the
sensor measurements, herewith, we can consider the bumper
as a rigid body on the robot’s structure. Third, we only
account for pure forces applied at the point of contact.

The calibration dataset consisted of slow and fast force
variations on the bumper at various force magnitudes, im-
pulse responses at various force magnitudes, and pulls on the
bumper to cancel any undesired behaviour. The dataset was
generated by applying a known force (using a FT sensor)
on a 9 × 4 grid on the bumper. For each type of force
profile, 3 samples of 60 s of impacts were recorded at 400Hz
at each point on the grid. Further details of the data and
implementation of SVR and RNN are available in the online
repository [25].

Contact force estimation comparison SVR vs. RNN:
The calibration dataset is divided into 9 : 1 split with 9 part
for training and 1 part for validation. In this paper, on one
hand, a ν-SVR [27] was trained over the training dataset
resulting in approximately 92, 000 support vectors for each
axis. On the other hand, for the RNN, a single LSTM layer
with a buffer of 6 samples was implemented. The output of
the LSTM layer was then fed to a neural net for each of the

© IEEE All rights reserved. IEEE-ICRA-2022, May.23-27. Philadelphia (PA), USA.



TABLE I
ERROR COMPARISON BETWEEN SVR AND RNN FOR 3D CONTACT

ESTIMATION ON THE COMPLIANT BUMPER

SVR RNN

Training Performance
Fx [N] −0.81± 15.82 −0.19± 8.25

Fy [N] 21.68± 42.53 −0.95± 13.08

Mz [Nm] 0.06± 20.20 −0.06± 1.01

Testing Performance
Fx [N] −3.93± 31.67 −0.16± 9.99

Fy [N] 36.55± 46.55 −4.36± 14.99

Mz [Nm] −1.09± 16.10 0.10± 0.82

On-board Computation Time [ms] 10.63 0.383

desired force. Because of the lower estimation error (< 15N )
and fastest processing time (< 0.4s), we choose the RNN
for real-time usage in the robot (as shown in table I).

C. Contact location estimation

We estimated the collision angle from the reference co-
ordinate system at the sensor γ from Fx, Fy , and Mz , as
Mz = Fxr cos γ−Fyr sin γ. Note that Fx and Fy at the point
of contact and the sensor are assumed the same as described
above. By replacing sin and cos by eiγ−e−iγ

2 and eiγ+e−iγ

2
respectively, we get eq. 14. Eq. 15 describes explicitly the γ
by solving the quadratic equation in eiγ .

Mz

r
= Fx

(
eiγ + e−iγ

2

)
+ iFy

(
eiγ − e−iγ

2

)
(14)

γ = −i log

 Mz

r + i

√
F 2
x + F 2

y −
(
Mz

r

)2
Fx + iFy

 (15)

Finally, the force magnitude Fmag can be estimated as
Fmag = Fx sin γ + Fy cos γ.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

For evaluation in combination with obstacle avoidance in
close to real-life expected situations, we equipped the robot
Qolo [22] with 2 Lidars (Velodyne VLP-16), and an RGBD
sensor (Intel Realsense). Obstacle’s tracking was performed
through real-time people detection implemented through a
pipeline of sensing fusion of Lidar-based detection by DR-
SPAAM [28] and RGBD detection through YOLO [29]. The
full controller repository can be found here: Qolo-ROS [30].
The control parameters were set as follows, he discretizing
time constant (Ts) to the sampling time of the control loop
(200Hz) for real-time controller dynamics. The virtual robot
mass (M ) was set to 2 kg for light-behaviour. Damping
parameters λt and λn were set to 0 and 0.5 respectively
to allow undamped tangential motion and partially damped
normal motion of the collision surface.

A. Contact Control Evaluation at Multiple Speeds

First, we evaluated the effects of increasing the operational
speed of the robot on the post-collision force response with
the proposed controller, to understand the effect of the
approach for real-life contact situations. We run five sets
of collisions per condition between the mobile robot Qolo
(45 kg) and a static person (80 kg). The contact force limit
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Fig. 6. Resulting post-collision contact force response to changes in the
operational speed at the time for achieving a stable active compliance.

for compliance was set to Fn = 45N (well below the average
pain threshold for the lower legs 130N [11]). While the
desired motion (ξ̇u) was set to a linear-DS (ignoring the
obstacle) towards an attractor at 4.5m ahead of the robot.

The tests were conducted at four operational speeds of
0.5m/s, 0.75m/s, 1.0m/s and 1.25m/s, by setting the
robot to approach the person (only the authors) frontally and
about 0.1m of the line of motion, thus impacting the bumper
at γ = π/6. The post-contact speed magnitude |ξ̇max| was
set to 0.5m/s.

We observed a peak collision force over 150N in most
cases, as expected for the transient phase (see, Fig. 6(a)),
given the overall delay of the control system (passive-
compliance is needed for absorbing part of the impact). The
mean collision force was 52 ± 9N for speeds up to 1m/s,
and 51±15N for the highest speed of 1.25m/s. All contact
forces during sliding were well within the desired limit of
65N (50% of the pain threshold). Results are summarized
in table II. The mean transient phase time (time to stabilise
the compliance control) showed a difference between impacts
below 1m/s with 1.06±0.46 s, while for impacts at 1.25m/s
presented a slower response of 1.84 ± 0.75 s (see, Fig.
6(b)). Further control parameter settings are detailed in the
supplementary repository [25].

B. Evaluation with Integrated Obstacle Avoidance

We further tested the approach in autonomous driving
mode and contrasted two obstacle avoidance methods: first
modulated obstacles DS from [16] and second, a variant on
the Velocity-obstacle (VO) that solves operator given com-
mands with the known shape of the robot [26]. We recorded
three tests per method with a safe operational velocity (ξ̇u =
0.65m/s) and sliding velocity (|ξ̇max| = 0.5m/s). Results in
Fig. 7(a) shows an illustration of the experimental scenario,
where an adversarial pedestrian jumps in front of the robot
from behind another pedestrian faster than the physical limits
of the robot’s actuation, thus producing a collision. In both
examples (see Fig. 7(b)-7(c)) there is the first stage of
transient impact (left figure, shaded area) beyond any control
on the robot (passive-compliance is needed for absorbing
part of the impact). Subsequently, the compliant controller
limits the contact interaction (active compliance phase) to
the set force value (Fn), while performing the sliding motion

© IEEE All rights reserved. IEEE-ICRA-2022, May.23-27. Philadelphia (PA), USA.
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(a) Snapshot of the experiment where an adversarial pedestrian intentionally collides with the robot while a driver sets the desired velocity.
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(b) Velocity obstacles based control with a user a high-level input, a
limiting contact force Fn = 30N, resulting in 25.88± 8.90N.
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(c) Modulated DS mode with a limiting contact force Fn = 45N,
resulting in 49.18± 11.97N.

Fig. 7. Experimental setup of obstacle avoidance and post-collision control scenario with an adversarial pedestrian.

TABLE II
POST-COLLISION FORCE STATISTICS

Mean Force [N] Std. Deviation [N]

Robot
Speed
[̇m/s]

0.5 42.74 6.18
0.75 48.04 9.01
1.0 52.51 9.07
1.25 51.64 15.37

Control
Type

VO control 46.08 6.97
MDS Control 54.57 5.63

around the obstacle as long as there is no other pedestrian
on its path. Results showed performance of contact force
error of 9.5 ± 5.6N, and 1.0 ± 6.9N for MDS and VO
modes resp. (see, table II). In VO mode (with an operator
on-board) the heavier robot was more controllable, achieving
a smaller error in comparison with MDS mode. Results of
the trajectory response showed in VO mode that the user was
able to overcome the adversarial pedestrian by drifting away
quicker from contact, thus trajectories deviated further from
the linear path (see, Fig. 7(b) right side). In contrast, the
MDS control made longer contact with the obstacle, moving
around it, thus the overall trajectories were closer to the
original linear DS (see, Fig. 7(c) right side).

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have presented a control method for a mobile service
robot to achieve a reactive control on post-collision which
allows to absorb part of the impact and continue moving by
sliding around the pedestrian. Herewith, proposing an alter-
native solution to the common ”safe” approach of freezing
a robot upon contact.

The experimental assessment at multiple operational
speeds allowed us to illustrate the approach in real-life op-
erations. In the case of the robot Qolo, we found the current
control system capable of recovering from an unexpected
collision within 1 s of the impact when driving below 1m/s,
and navigating around the unforeseen obstacle.

The results with integrated obstacle avoidance showed a
robot able to overcome a pedestrian in both tested methods,
namely, modulated dynamical systems (DS) and velocity
obstacles (VO). In both cases without incurring further
contact with bystanders, and within desired limits of ”safe”
contact force. Among the two methods, a smoother trajectory
was achieved in DS controlled motions, whereas user-driven
VO tests showed lower contact forces. A likely result of the
user decision of drifting away quicker from contact, which in
turn resulted in a larger deviation from the initial trajectory.

Future work should look more closely at how to handle
multiple contacts. As well, investigate how pedestrian re-
sponses to contact and its effect to the robot planner for
social acceptability and safety.
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